APPENDIX A
MAPS AND CROSSING PHOTOS
SOLANO RAIL CROSSING INVENTORY AND IMPROVEMENT PLAN

On the following pages can be found the photo available to the STA of each of the rail crossings in Solano County. For some crossings, photos are not currently available. Photos follow maps taken from the Solano Rail Crossing Inventory and Improvement Plan focusing on sub-areas of the county.
Figure 4 – Fairfield - Peabody Road to Tabor Road
Crossing 751292W – Peabody Road
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Facing South along Road
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Crossing SOL 060 - Huntington Drive
Crossing 751293D – Airbase Parkway

Crossing 751294K – East Tabor Avenue
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Facing South along Road

Facing West along Track

Solano Transit Authority
Crossing Inventory
Crossing No. 751294K
Sheet 1 of 1
Crossing SOL 611 - Walters Road
Figure 5a – Fairfield -Pennsylvania Avenue to Thomasson Lane

Legend
- Rail Crossings
- Rail Crossings (Grade Separated)
- Future Rail Crossings (Grade Separated)
- Rail Road Lines
- Highways and Freeways
- Local Roads
Crossing SOL 523 - Drainage Culvert

Crossing SOL 524 – Ledgewood Creek
Crossing 751301T – Beck Avenue
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Pedestrian Crossing
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Crossing Inventory
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Crossing No. 751301T
Sheet 1 of 2

Solano Transit Authority
Crossing Inventory

Wilson & Company
Crossing No. 751301T
Sheet 2 of 2
Crossing 751302A – Cordelia Road
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WILSON & COMPANY
Crossing No. 751302A
Sheet 1 of 2
Crossing 751303G – Chadbourn Road
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Crossing PC 602 - West of Cordelia Road and
Crossing SOL 525 - West of Cordelia Road

Solano Transit Authority
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WILSON & COMPANY
Crossing No. 751303G
Sheet 1 of 1
Crossing 751305V – Cordelia Road
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Figure 5b – Fairfield - Thomasson Lane to Red Top Road Crossing SOL 529 -
Crossing SOL 529 – Drainage west of Thommason Lane

Crossing 751309X – Private
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Crossing No. 751309X
Sheet 1 of 2
Crossing SOL 530 and SOL 531 – East of Wetland Lane

Crossing 751310S – Wetland Lane
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Facing South along Road

Facing West along Track
Crossing 751311Y – Bridgeport Avenue
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Crossing No. 751311Y
Sheet 2 of 2
Crossing SOL 549 - Central Way
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Facing South Close up
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Crossing 751312F – I-680 Overcrossing
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Facing South along Road

Facing West along Track
Crossing 751315B – Wes Cordelia Road Spur, Solano County

Crossing 751316H – I-80 Crossover
Crossing 751317P – Red Top Road
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Facing West along Track

Crossing PC 603 – Jameson Canyon
Figure 6 – City of Suisun City
Crossing SOL 519 – Laurel Creek

Crossing 751295S - Sunset Avenue
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Crossing SOL 520 – Unnamed Drainage

Crossing SOL 521 – Unnamed Drainage
Crossing 912015J – Union Avenue Pedestrian Overcrossing

No Photo

Crossing 687624P – SR 12 Overcrossing
Figure 7a – Suisun Marsh Rural Solano County (northern extent)
Crossing SOL 526 – Southwest of Old Cordelia Road

Crossing SOL 532 – Southwest of Old Cordelia Road – Peytonia Slough
Crossing SOL 533 – Southwest of Old Cordelia Road
Crossing PC 604 – Southwest of Old Cordelia Road

Crossing SOL 534 – Southwest of Orchr Road – Boynton Slough
Crossing PC 605 – Jacksnipe Road

Crossing SOL 535 – Wells Slough – Southwest of Jacksnipe Road and

Crossing PC 606 – Southwest of Wells Slough
Crossing SOL 536 – Chadbourne Slough – Southwest of Jacksnipe Road

Crossing 751491Y – Chadbourne Road
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Crossing No. 751491Y
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Crossing Figure b – Suisun Marsh Rural Solano County (southern extend)
Crossing SOL 358 – Unnamed slough northeast of Pierce Lane

Crossing 751494U – Pierce Lane
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